The most personal kind of corporate gifts

When it comes to gift giving, it’s all about the individual character. Whether the recipient is a sophisticated traveller, a classic gentleman, a young employee or a long-time friend of the company, the corporate gifts from Montblanc offer a wide variety of choices, helping you find the perfect gift to thank staff, clients and business partners.

Choose from the Maison’s extensive product range to find the ideal gifts for corporate occasions such as reward programmes, celebratory events or incentive campaigns. Motivate your team by rewarding outstanding performance, celebrate the anniversary of a company or an employee with a long-lasting memory or mark an important milestone in client relations with a symbol of gratitude.

Select our embossing, engraving, lasering or packaging options to further personalise your choice.

A corporate gift from Montblanc: an individual and highly exclusive sign of appreciation.
Personalising options for writing instruments

Signing contracts, taking notes in meetings, writing down the next successful idea – a fine Montblanc writing instrument will accompany its recipient throughout their entire business life. From exclusive materials to handcrafted nibs, perfectly balanced weight and the smooth flow of the inks, it is a one-of-a-kind writing experience. To individualise your gift, you can choose from four options:

- Engraving: gold-coloured, silver-coloured or blind engraving of initials, full names, signatures or a company logo
- Laser engraving on the clip
- Diamond setting: initials (max 3 letters) on the clip
- Personalisation of fine stationery by silk-printing on the leather cover
Personalising options for leather goods

Whether it’s a pocket card holder for business cards and bank cards or an exclusive passport holder that accompanies the recipient on their travels, a fine leather good by Montblanc is a gift that proves its worth on a daily basis.

In Florence, the historical heart of European leather craftsmanship, the master artisans of the Montblanc Pelletteria skilfully shape the finest leather into distinctive collections.

Customise your selection from our range of small leather goods with one of the following options:

- Embossing: initials, full names or a company logo. Options are gold-coloured, silver-coloured or blind embossing
- Lasering of a logo on smooth leather surfaces

Understated blind embossing or distinct gold- or silver-coloured embossing on the cover or the inside can personalise a fine Montblanc leather good. On smooth leather surfaces it is also possible to laser a logo.
Few men’s accessories are as prestigious as cuff links – an elegant way to complement a suit with personal style and a great gesture of appreciation that can be further individualised:

• Lasering of initials or company logo on selected cuff links

Personalising options for timepieces

A timepiece is among the most respected gifts in the world of business, being omnipresent on the wrist, whether it is a business occasion, a casual meeting or his personal life. Made with the utmost precision and an eye for timeless elegance in the Montblanc manufactures in Switzerland, Montblanc timepieces can be enhanced with a personal sign of gratitude:

• Engraving of initials or a full name on the back of the case
Giving a Montblanc gift is reserved for special occasions – and the packaging should do such an occasion justice. Montblanc writing instruments, leather accessories, timepieces and men’s accessories are delivered in gift boxes designed to raise the anticipation with an exclusive look and feel. To accompany your selection or personalise your gift, you can choose from a number of gift box or wrapping options.

Boxes:
- Black standard gift box or wooden gift box with black high-gloss finish
- Corporate Gift Set box: combine items with different tray types, such as a writing instrument with matching cuff links

Personalisation:
- With standard gift box: personalised silk printing directly onto gift box
- With wooden gift box: personalised engraving on a metal plate

Gift wrapping:
- Gift box with Montblanc wrapping paper and/or in a Montblanc branded bag
Writing Instruments and Writing Accessories
Montblanc Meisterstück
Precious Resin Platinum-Coated
LeGrand Rollerball
Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three platinum-coated rings embossed with the Montblanc brand name
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
Ident No.: 7571

Montblanc Meisterstück
Precious Resin Platinum-Coated
Classique Rollerball
Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three platinum-coated rings embossed with the Montblanc brand name
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
Ident No.: 2865

Montblanc Meisterstück
Precious Resin Platinum-Coated
Classique Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three platinum-coated rings embossed with the Montblanc brand name
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
Ident No.: 2866

Montblanc Meisterstück
Precious Resin Red Gold-Coated
LeGrand Fountain Pen
Writing System: Piston Fountain Pen
Nib: Hand-crafted Au585/14 K red gold nib with rhodium-coated inlay
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three red gold-coated rings embossed with the Montblanc brand name
Clip: Red gold-coated clip with individual serial number
Ident No.: 112670

Montblanc Meisterstück
Precious Resin Red Gold-Coated
Classique Rollerball
Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three red gold-coated rings embossed with the Montblanc brand name
Clip: Red gold-coated clip with individual serial number
Ident No.: 112678

Montblanc Meisterstück
Precious Resin Red Gold-Coated
Classique Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three red gold-coated rings embossed with the Montblanc brand name
Clip: Red gold-coated clip with individual serial number
Ident No.: 112679

Montblanc Meisterstück
Precious Resin Red Gold-Coated
Classique Rollerball
Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem
Trim: Three red gold-coated rings embossed with the Montblanc brand name
Clip: Red gold-coated clip with individual serial number
Ident No.: 112679
Montblanc StarWalker Midnight Black
Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious resin with structured inlays
Clip: Ruthenium-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
Special Characteristics: Floating Montblanc emblem in transparent cap-top
Ident No.: 105657

Montblanc StarWalker Platinum
Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious resin
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
Special Characteristics: Floating Montblanc emblem in transparent cap-top
Ident No.: 8486

Montblanc StarWalker Extreme
Fineliner
Writing System: Fineliner
Barrel: Black precious resin with structured inlays
Clip: Ruthenium-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
Special Characteristics: Floating Montblanc emblem in transparent cap-top
Ident No.: 695

Montblanc StarWalker Extreme
Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious resin with structured inlays
Clip: Ruthenium-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
Special Characteristics: Floating Montblanc emblem in transparent cap-top
Ident No.: 111289

Montblanc StarWalker Platinum
Fineliner
Writing System: Fineliner
Barrel: Black precious resin
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
Special Characteristics: Floating Montblanc emblem in transparent cap-top
Ident No.: 8485

Montblanc StarWalker Extreme
Fineliner
Writing System: Fineliner
Barrel: Black precious resin with structured inlays
Clip: Ruthenium-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
Special Characteristics: Floating Montblanc emblem in transparent cap-top
Ident No.: 111288

Montblanc StarWalker Midnight Black
Fineliner
Writing System: Fineliner
Barrel: Black precious resin
Clip: Ruthenium-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
Special Characteristics: Floating Montblanc emblem in transparent cap-top
Ident No.: 105656

Montblanc StarWalker Midnight Black
Ballpoint Pen
Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious resin
Clip: Ruthenium-coated clip with embossed Montblanc brand name and individual serial number
Special Characteristics: Floating Montblanc emblem in transparent cap-top
Ident No.: 103637
Montblanc PIX Black
Rollerball

Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin
Clip: Platinum-coated
Ident No.: 114796

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 116577 Grey
Ident No.: 116637 Blue
Ident No.: 116625 White
Ident No.: 116797 Black

Montblanc PIX Red
Ballpoint Pen

Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Red precious resin
Cap: Red precious resin
Clip: Platinum-coated
Ident No.: 114814 Red

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 116578 Grey
Ident No.: 116630 Blue
Ident No.: 116626 White
Ident No.: 116797 Black

Montblanc PIX Black
Rollerball

Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin
Clip: Platinum-coated
Ident No.: 114796

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 116577 Grey
Ident No.: 116637 Blue
Ident No.: 116625 White
Ident No.: 116797 Black

Montblanc PIX Red
Ballpoint Pen

Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Red precious resin
Cap: Red precious resin
Clip: Platinum-coated
Ident No.: 114814 Red

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 116578 Grey
Ident No.: 116630 Blue
Ident No.: 116626 White
Ident No.: 116797 Black
Montblanc Heritage Rouge et Noir Special Edition Black
Ballpoint Pen

Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious lacquer
Cap: Black precious resin with the Montblanc emblem made of coral- and ivory-coloured resin
Trim: Patina-finished fittings with matching metal forepart
Clip: Serpent clip in vintage look
Special Characteristics: New and unique size – slim and long
Ident No.: 114724

Montblanc Heritage Rouge et Noir Special Edition Black
Rollerball

Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Black precious lacquer
Cap: Black precious resin with the Montblanc emblem made of coral- and ivory-coloured resin
Trim: Patina-finished fittings with matching metal forepart
Clip: Serpent clip in vintage look
Special Characteristics: New and unique size – slim and long
Ident No.: 114725

Montblanc Heritage Rouge et Noir Special Edition Coral
Ballpoint Pen

Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Precious coral-coloured lacquer
Cap: Precious coral-coloured resin with the Montblanc emblem made of coral- and ivory-coloured resin
Trim: Patina-finished fittings with matching metal forepart
Clip: Serpent clip in vintage look with two green spinels set as eyes of the serpent
Special Characteristics: New and unique size – slim and long
Ident No.: 114721

Montblanc Heritage Rouge et Noir Special Edition Coral
Rollerball

Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Precious coral-coloured lacquer
Cap: Precious coral-coloured resin with the Montblanc emblem made of coral- and ivory-coloured resin
Trim: Patina-finished fittings with matching metal forepart
Clip: Serpent clip in vintage look with two green spinels set as eyes of the serpent
Special Characteristics: New and unique size – slim and long
Ident No.: 114726
Montblanc M, designed by Mark Newson

Marc Newson, one of the most influential designers of his generation, has created a line of writing instruments for Montblanc that fascinates through the purity of its design. Made of black precious resin, these state-of-the-art pieces are the perfect gift for the contemporary metropolitan.

- Smooth magnetic cap closing that perfectly aligns cap and barrel
- Crafted from black precious resin
- White precious resin Montblanc emblem on the flat “plateau” of the barrel
- Adorned with a platinum-plated clip
- Choose from a Fountain Pen, a Rollerball, a Ballpoint Pen, a ScreenWriter or an Artfineliner

The fine writing instruments from the Montblanc M collection feature a barrel with a characteristic flat plateau and a modern magnetic closing that perfectly aligns cap and barrel.

**Montblanc M Resin Ballpoint Pen**
- **Writing System:** Capless Rollerball
- **Barrel:** Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem on “plateau”
- **Cap:** Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem
- **Trim:** Ruthenium-coated forepart, engraved with Montblanc lettering
- **Clip:** Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
- **Special Characteristics:** Designed by Marc Newson. Magnetic cap closing with alignment of cap to barrel (incl. snap mechanism).
- **Ident No.:** 113620

**Montblanc M Resin Rollerball**
- **Writing System:** Capless Rollerball
- **Barrel:** Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem on “plateau”
- **Cap:** Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem
- **Trim:** Ruthenium-coated forepart, engraved with Montblanc lettering
- **Clip:** Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
- **Special Characteristics:** Designed by Marc Newson. Magnetic cap closing with alignment of cap to barrel (incl. snap mechanism).
- **Ident No.:** 113619

**Montblanc M Resin Ballpoint Pen**
- **Writing System:** Ballpoint Pen
- **Barrel:** Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem on “plateau”
- **Cap:** Black precious resin inlaid with the Montblanc emblem
- **Trim:** Ruthenium-coated forepart, engraved with Montblanc lettering
- **Clip:** Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number
- **Special Characteristics:** Designed by Marc Newson. Magnetic cap closing with alignment of cap to barrel (incl. snap mechanism).
- **Ident No.:** 113623
Montblanc Augmented Paper
Take handwriting into the digital world

As a unique set comprising a lined paper notebook and a Montblanc StarWalker Ballpoint Pen housed in a leather envelope, Montblanc Augmented Paper takes traditional handwriting into the digital world. Montblanc Augmented Paper allows you to write on traditional paper yet also access your handwritten notes via your mobile device.

- Unleash your creativity on traditional paper with the unique Montblanc writing experience
- Send your handwritten notes and sketches to your mobile device at the touch of a button
- Organise, edit and share your notes with the Montblanc Hub app
- Convert handwritten notes into digital text and share them as email
- The ideal travel companion with compact size and long battery life
- Compatible with iOS and most Android devices

Montblanc Augmented Paper
Set comprising a lined paper notebook and a Montblanc StarWalker Ballpoint Pen housed in a leather envelope. Montblanc Augmented Paper allows you to write on traditional paper, record all writing and sketches with the digitizer enclosed in the leather envelope and transmit your notes to your mobile device via Bluetooth® Low Energy.

Envelope size: 252 × 207 × 28 mm
Notebook refills for Augmented Paper: A5 (148 × 210 mm), lined or blank
Connection type: Bluetooth® Low Energy
Continuous usage time: ~ 8 hours
Average battery life: ~ 1 week
Charging time: ~ 2.5 hours
Writing instrument: Black precious resin with a platinum-coated clip and a floating Montblanc emblem in transparent cap top
Ident No.: 117400

Montblanc Augmented Paper Sartorial
Set comprising a lined paper notebook and a Montblanc StarWalker Ballpoint Pen housed in a leather envelope. Montblanc Augmented Paper allows you to write on traditional paper, record all writing and sketches with the digitizer enclosed in the leather envelope and transmit your notes to your mobile device via Bluetooth® Low Energy.

Envelope size: 252 × 207 × 28 mm
Notebook refills for Augmented Paper: A5 (148 × 210 mm), lined or blank
Connection type: Bluetooth® Low Energy
Continuous usage time: ~ 8 hours
Average battery life: ~ 1 week
Charging time: ~ 2.5 hours
Writing instrument: Black precious resin with a platinum-coated clip and a floating Montblanc emblem in transparent cap top
Ident No.: 117368

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 117366 Black
Ident No.: 117367 Indigo
Ident No.: 117425 Orange

Start on paper. Continue everywhere.
Montblanc Fine Stationery
Sketch Book #149
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Laid paper watermarked with the Montblanc emblem, silver cut edges
Colour: Lucky Orange
Dimensions: 210 × 260 mm
Ident No.: 116224
Additional Colours: Ident No.: 113633 Black
Ident No.: 113634 Tobacco
Ident No.: 113635 Indigo
Ident No.: 113636 Green
Ident No.: 113637 Turquoise
Ident No.: 116518 Light Blue
Ident No.: 116516 Turquoise
Ident No.: 116521 Red

Montblanc Fine Stationery
Notebook #146
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Laid paper watermarked with the Montblanc emblem, silver cut edges
Colour: Lucky Orange
Dimensions: 150 × 210 mm
Ident No.: 116225
Additional Colours: Ident No.: 113294 Black
Ident No.: 113590 Tobacco
Ident No.: 113593 Indigo
Ident No.: 116518 Green
Ident No.: 116516 Turquoise
Ident No.: 116517 Light Blue
Ident No.: 116519 Yellow
Ident No.: 116521 Red

Montblanc Fine Stationery
Notebook #145
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Laid paper watermarked with the Montblanc emblem, silver cut edges
Colour: Lucky Orange
Dimensions: 80 × 110 mm
Ident No.: 116226
Additional Colours: Ident No.: 113295 Black
Ident No.: 113597 Tobacco
Ident No.: 113598 Indigo
Ident No.: 116518 Green
Ident No.: 116516 Turquoise
Ident No.: 116517 Light Blue
Ident No.: 116519 Yellow
Ident No.: 116521 Red
Montblanc Fine Stationery

Writing Instruments and Writing Accessories

Montblanc Fine Stationery
Sketch Book #149
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Blank paper watermarked with the Montblanc emblem, silver cut edges
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 210 × 260 mm
Ident No.: 113403
Tobacco
Ident No.: 113404 Indigo

Montblanc Fine Stationery
Notebook #146
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Squared paper watermarked with the Montblanc emblem, silver cut edges
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 150 × 210 mm
Ident No.: 113637
Tobacco
Ident No.: 113638 Indigo

Montblanc Fine Stationery
Sketch Book #149
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Blank paper watermarked with the Montblanc emblem, silver cut edges
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 150 × 210 mm
Ident No.: 113639
Tobacco
Ident No.: 113640 Indigo

Montblanc Fine Stationery
Open Diary #147
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Lined paper watermarked with the Montblanc emblem, silver cut edges
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 90 × 140 mm
Ident No.: 115479
Tobacco
Ident No.: 115622 Indigo

Montblanc Fine Stationery
Notebook #146
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Lined paper watermarked with the Montblanc emblem, silver cut edges
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 90 × 140 mm
Ident No.: 116403
Tobacco
Ident No.: 116404 Indigo

Montblanc Fine Stationery
Open Diary #147
Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print
Paper Type: Lined paper watermarked with the Montblanc emblem, silver cut edges
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 90 × 140 mm
Ident No.: 116479
Tobacco
Ident No.: 116499 Indigo
Leather
Montblanc Extreme
Rucksack Small
Material: Leather in subtle woven carbon look
Closure: Zip
Interior Organisation: Pockets for laptop, mobile phone, technical device, 2 writing instruments, zipped pocket
Additional Characteristics: Comfortable leather handle
Pockets: 3 main compartments, open pocket in the front
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 28 × 40 × 16.5 cm
Ident No.: 113856

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 116359 Blue

Montblanc Sartorial
Document Case Small
Material: Italian split calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Closure: Metal zip
Interior Organisation: 3 writing instrument loops, compartment for phone cases, zipped compartment
Additional Characteristics: Satellite system, comfortable leather handles
Pockets: 1 main compartment, front pocket with zip
Colour: Dark Grey
Strap: Detachable and adjustable shoulder strap
Dimensions: 37 × 29 × 8.5 cm
Ident No.: 116321

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 113184 Black
Ident No.: 113185 Tobacco
Ident No.: 113186 Indigo
Ident No.: 113632 Red
Leather

Meisterstück Passport Holder International
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: Pocket suitable for all international passports, additional pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10 × 14 cm
Ident No.: 35285
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114572 Brown
Ident No.: 114573 Navy
Ident No.: 114574 Burgundy

Meisterstück Business Card Holder with Gusset
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: Spacious gusset for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, 3 additional pockets, back pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7 × 10.5 cm
Ident No.: 7167
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114553 Brown
Ident No.: 114554 Navy
Ident No.: 114555 Burgundy

Meisterstück Business Card Holder
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: Compartment for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, additional pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7.5 × 11 cm
Ident No.: 7164
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114557 Brown
Ident No.: 114558 Navy

Meisterstück Wallet 6cc
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 11 × 8 cm
Ident No.: 114541
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114547 Brown
Ident No.: 114548 Navy

Meisterstück Wallet 6cc with Money Clip
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, 3 compartments
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 11 × 8 cm
Ident No.: 114542
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114549 Brown
Ident No.: 114550 Navy

Meisterstück Wallet 8cc
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 8 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10.5 × 9.5 cm
Ident No.: 7163
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114545 Brown
Ident No.: 114546 Navy

Meisterstück Business Card Holder with Gusset
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: Spacious gusset for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, 3 additional pockets, back pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7 × 10.5 cm
Ident No.: 7167
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114553 Brown
Ident No.: 114554 Navy
Ident No.: 114555 Burgundy

Meisterstück Passport Holder International
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: Pocket suitable for all international passports, additional pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10 × 14 cm
Ident No.: 35285
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114572 Brown
Ident No.: 114573 Navy
Ident No.: 114574 Burgundy

Meisterstück Business Card Holder
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: Compartment for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, additional pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7.5 × 11 cm
Ident No.: 7164
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114557 Brown
Ident No.: 114558 Navy

Meisterstück Wallet 6cc
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 11 × 8 cm
Ident No.: 114541
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114547 Brown
Ident No.: 114548 Navy

Meisterstück Wallet 6cc with Money Clip
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, 3 compartments
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 11 × 8 cm
Ident No.: 114542
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114549 Brown
Ident No.: 114550 Navy

Meisterstück Wallet 8cc
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 8 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10.5 × 9.5 cm
Ident No.: 7163
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114545 Brown
Ident No.: 114546 Navy

Meisterstück Business Card Holder with Gusset
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: Spacious gusset for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, 3 additional pockets, back pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7 × 10.5 cm
Ident No.: 7167
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114553 Brown
Ident No.: 114554 Navy
Ident No.: 114555 Burgundy
Meisterstück
Pocket 4cc with ID Card Holder
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 4 pockets for credit cards, additional pocket
Additional Characteristics: Removable inner pocket for ID card
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 9 × 12 cm
Ident No.: 2665

Meisterstück
Pocket 6cc
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, additional pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10 × 8 cm
Ident No.: 106653

Meisterstück
Key Fob
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Closure: Clip
Interior Organisation: Ring for several keys
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 4 × 8 cm
Ident No.: 14085

Meisterstück
Wallet 14cc with zipped Pocket
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 14 pockets for credit cards, large zipped pocket, 2 compartments
Additional Characteristics: 3 additional pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 9.5 × 19 cm
Ident No.: 7165

Meisterstück
1 Pen Pouch
Material: European full-grain cowhide with unique Montblanc deep shine, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Closure: Clasp
Interior Organisation: Compartment for 1 writing instrument the size of Meisterstück Classique or Le Grand
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 3 × 16 cm
Ident No.: 14309

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 114568 Brown
Ident No.: 114569 Navy
Ident No.: 114570 Burgundy
Leather

Montblanc Sartorial
Business Card Holder with Gusset

Material: Italian full grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Interior Organisation: Pocket for credit cards, 2 additional pockets
Colour: Dark-Grey
Dimensions: 10 x 13 x 2 cm
Ident No.: 116346
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 116344 Black-Indigo
- Ident No.: 116345 Indigo-Flannel

Meisterstück Soft Grain
Wallet 6cc

Material: Italian full-grain cowhide, chrome-tanned, pigmented, dyed through, with imprint
Interior Organisation: 4 compartments for banknotes, 2 additional pockets
Colour: Brown
Dimensions: 11.5 x 8.5 cm
Ident No.: 116760
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 116743 Brown
- Ident No.: 116744 Blue

Meisterstück Soft Grain
Business Card Holder 6cc

Material: Italian full-grain cowhide, chrome-tanned, pigmented, dyed through, with imprint
Interior Organisation: 2 compartments for banknotes, 2 additional pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7.5 x 10.5 cm
Ident No.: 113310
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 113309 Brown
- Ident No.: 113305 Blue

Meisterstück Soft Grain
Business Card Holder

Material: Italian full-grain cowhide, chrome-tanned, pigmented, dyed through, with imprint
Interior Organisation: 2 compartments for business cards, 2 additional pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7.5 x 10.5 cm
Ident No.: 113309
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 113305 Brown
- Ident No.: 113308 Blue

Meisterstück Soft Grain
Pocket 6cc

Material: Italian full-grain cowhide, chrome-tanned, pigmented, dyed through, with imprint
Interior Organisation: 4 pockets for credit cards, additional pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10.1 x 8 cm
Ident No.: 113289
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 114473 Brown
- Ident No.: 116743 Blue

Montblanc Sartorial
Business Card Holder

Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Interior Organisation: 2 compartments for business cards, 2 additional pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7.5 x 10.5 x 2 cm
Ident No.: 116760
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 116743 Brown
- Ident No.: 116744 Blue

Leather

Montblanc Sartorial
Business Card Holder

Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Interior Organisation: 2 compartments for business cards, 2 additional pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7.5 x 10.5 x 2 cm
Ident No.: 116760
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 116743 Brown
- Ident No.: 116744 Blue

Leather

Montblanc Sartorial
Business Card Holder

Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Interior Organisation: 2 compartments for business cards, 2 additional pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7.5 x 10.5 x 2 cm
Ident No.: 116760
Additional Colours:
- Ident No.: 116743 Brown
- Ident No.: 116744 Blue
Montblanc Sartorial
Wallet 8cc

Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Interior Organisation: 8 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments for banknotes, 2 additional pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 11.5 × 9.5 cm
Ident No.: 113211

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 113213 Indigo
Ident No.: 116333 Dark Grey
Ident No.: 113212 Tobacco

Montblanc Sartorial
Pocket 5cc

Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Interior Organisation: 5 pockets for credit cards
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10 × 7.5 cm
Ident No.: 114603

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 116339 Indigo-Flannel
Ident No.: 116337 Dark Grey
Ident No.: 114604 Tobacco
Ident No.: 115849 Red

Montblanc Sartorial
Wallet 6cc

Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed through, with saffiano print
Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments for banknotes, 2 additional pockets
Colour: Indigo
Dimensions: 11.5 × 9.2 cm
Ident No.: 113217

Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 113215 Black
Ident No.: 116325 Dark Grey
Ident No.: 113216 Tobacco
Ident No.: 115846 Red
Ident No.: 116326 Black-Indigo
Ident No.: 116328 Indigo-Flannel
Leather

Montblanc Extreme
Pocket 5cc
Material: Leather in subtle woven carbon look
Interior Organisation: 5 pockets for credit cards
Interior Organisation: Gusset for business cards, 2 additional pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10 × 7 cm
Ident No.: 114638
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 116364 Blue
Ident No.: 116365 Grey

Montblanc Extreme
Business Card Holder
Material: Leather in subtle woven carbon look
Interior Organisation: Gusset for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, 1 additional pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7.5 × 11 cm
Ident No.: 111141
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 116366 Blue
Ident No.: 116367 Grey

Montblanc Extreme
Wallet 6cc
Material: Leather in subtle woven carbon look
Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments for banknotes, 4 additional pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 11.8 × 8.8 cm
Ident No.: 111143
Additional Colours:
Ident No.: 116362 Blue
Ident No.: 116363 Grey

4810 Westside
Wallet 6cc
Material: Italian full-grain cowhide with subtle print and fine rare finish, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments for banknotes, 4 additional pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 11.5 × 9 cm
Ident No.: 114686

4810 Westside
Business Card Holder
Material: Italian full-grain cowhide with subtle print and fine rare finish, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: Gusset for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards, 1 additional pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7.5 × 11 cm
Ident No.: 114497

4810 Westside
Pocket 2cc
Material: Italian full-grain cowhide with subtle print and fine rare finish, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 2 pockets for credit cards, 1 additional pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 9.5 × 6.3 cm
Ident No.: 114697

4810 Westside
Business Card Holder
Material: Italian full-grain cowhide with subtle print and fine rare finish, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 3 pockets for credit cards, 1 additional pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 9.5 × 6.5 cm
Ident No.: 114497
Leather

Montblanc Urban Spirit
Wallet 6cc

Material: Full grain cowhide, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, 2 compartments for banknotes, 2 additional pockets
Additional Characteristics: This product features the Montblanc Shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data
Pockets:
- 2 front open pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 11 × 9.5 cm
Ident No.: 114665

Montblanc Urban Spirit
Coin Case with Zip

Material: Full grain cowhide, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Closure: Zip
Interior Organisation: Coin Case
Additional Characteristics: This product features the Montblanc Shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data
Pockets:
- 3 front open pockets
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 14 × 9.5 cm
Ident No.: 114676

Montblanc Urban Spirit
Business Card Holder

Material: Full grain cowhide, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 4 pockets for credit cards
Additional Characteristics: This product features the Montblanc Shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data
Pockets:
- Front open pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7 × 10.5 cm
Ident No.: 114675

Montblanc Urban Spirit
Pocket 6cc

Material: Full grain cowhide, chrome-tanned, dyed through
Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, additional pocket
Additional Characteristics: This product features the Montblanc Shield technology which is incorporated in the gold-coloured pocket lining and increases protection against the unauthorised reading, copying and/or tampering of your personal data
Pockets:
- Front open pocket
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 9.8 × 8 cm
Ident No.: 114674
Montblanc Set
Set with PIX Black Rollerball and Meisterstück Soft Grain Pocket Holder Black

Writing System: Rollerball
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin
Trim: Platinum-coated
Clip: Platinum-coated

Material: Italian full-grain cowhide, chrome-tanned, pigmented, dyed-through, with imprint

Interior Organisation: 6 pockets for credit cards, additional pocket

Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10 × 14 cm

Ident No.: 117088

Montblanc Set
Set with PIX Black Ballpoint Pen and Meisterstück Selection Passport Holder Black

Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious resin
Cap: Black precious resin
Trim: Platinum-coated
Clip: Platinum-coated

Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, pigmented, dyed-through, with imprint

Interior Organisation: Pocket suitable for all international passports, additional pocket

Colour: Black
Dimensions: 10 × 14 cm

Ident No.: 117089

Montblanc Set
Set with PIX M Ultra Black Ballpoint Pen and Notebook #145 Lucky Orange lined

Writing System: Ballpoint Pen
Barrel: Black precious sandblasted resin inlaid with Montblanc emblem on “plateau”
Cap: Black precious sandblasted resin inlaid with Montblanc emblem
Trim: Ruthenium-coated forepart, engraved with Montblanc lettering
Clip: Platinum-coated clip with individual serial number

Cover: Italian calfskin, chrome-tanned, dyed-through, with saffiano print

Paper Type: Lined paper watermarked with the Montblanc emblem, silver cut edges

Colour: Lucky Orange
Dimensions: 80 × 110 mm

Ident No.: 117085

Montblanc Set
Gift Set Meisterstück Selection Business Card Holder and Pocket 6cc

Material: Italian full-grain calfskin, chrome-tanned, pigmented, dyed-through, with imprint

Interior Organisation: The business card holder has a compartment for business cards, 2 pockets for credit cards and 1 additional pocket. The pocket holder has 6 pockets for credit cards and 1 additional pocket.

Colour: Black
Dimensions: 7.5 × 11 cm; 9.5 × 8 cm

Ident No.: 116852
Montblanc Classic Line 30 mm Belt
Horseshoe Oblong Shiny Palladium-Coated Pin Buckle

Shape: Horseshoe
Mechanism: Easy-to-open mechanism to adjust strap length
Material Strap: Reversible black/brown calfskin leather strap, chrome-tanned
Emblem: Montblanc emblem
Coating: Palladium-coated
Strap Length and Width: 120 × 3 cm
Finish: Shiny and Matt
Ident No.: 112960

Montblanc Classic Line 30 mm Belt
Horseshoe Oblong Shiny Palladium-Coated Pin Buckle

Shape: Horseshoe
Mechanism: Easy-to-open mechanism to adjust strap length
Material Strap: Reversible black/brown calfskin leather strap, chrome-tanned
Emblem: Montblanc emblem
Coating: Palladium-coated
Strap Length and Width: 120 × 3 cm
Finish: Shiny
Ident No.: 111080

Montblanc Classic Line 30 mm Belt
Horseshoe Shiny Palladium-Coated Pin Buckle

Shape: Horseshoe
Mechanism: Easy-to-open mechanism to adjust strap length
Material Strap: Reversible black/brown calfskin leather strap, chrome-tanned
Emblem: Montblanc emblem
Coating: Palladium-coated
Strap Length and Width: 120 × 3 cm
Finish: Shiny
Ident No.: 38157
Watches
Montblanc Tradition
Chronograph

Movement Type: Quartz chronograph
Calibre: MB 2175
Case: Stainless steel, domed sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating
Dial: White dial with rhodium-plated Roman numerals
Indications: Hours – minutes – seconds
Case back: Stainless steel
Hands: Rhodium-plated feuille and baton hands
Dimensions: Diameter 42 mm, height 9.30 mm
Strap: Alligator-skin strap, black, stainless steel pin buckle
Water-resistance: Approx. 3 bar (30 m)
Ident No.: 114339
Montblanc Tradition
Date Automatic

**Movement Type:** Automatic

**Calibre:** MB 25.17

**Case:** Stainless steel, domed sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating

**Indications:** Hours – minutes – seconds – date

**Hands:** Rhodium-plated feuille and baton hands

**Dimensions:** Diameter 40 mm, height 8.50 mm

**Strap:** Stainless steel bracelet, triple-folding clasp

**Water-resistance:** Approx. 3 bar (30 m)

**Ident No.:** 112610

---

Montblanc Tradition
Date Automatic

**Movement Type:** Automatic

**Calibre:** MB 25.17

**Case:** Stainless steel, domed sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating

**Indications:** Hours – minutes – seconds – date

**Hands:** Rhodium-plated feuille & baton hands

**Dimensions:** Diameter 40 mm, height 8.50 mm

**Strap:** Alligator-skin strap, black, stainless steel pin buckle

**Water-resistance:** Approx. 3 bar (30 m)

**Ident No.:** 116482

---

Montblanc Tradition
Date Automatic

**Movement Type:** Automatic

**Calibre:** MB 25.17

**Case:** Stainless steel, domed sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating

**Indications:** Hours – minutes – seconds – date

**Hands:** Rhodium-plated feuille hands

**Dimensions:** Diameter 40 mm, height 6.60 mm

**Strap:** Alligator-skin strap, black, stainless steel pin buckle

**Water-resistance:** Approx. 3 bar (30 m)

**Ident No.:** 112633

---

Montblanc Tradition
Date Automatic

**Movement Type:** Quartz

**Calibre:** MB 25.1

**Case:** Stainless steel, domed sapphire crystal with anti-reflective coating

**Indications:** Hours – minutes – seconds – date

**Hands:** Rhodium-plated feuille and baton hands

**Dimensions:** Diameter 40 mm, height 8.50 mm

**Strap:** Alligator-skin strap, black, stainless steel pin buckle

**Water-resistance:** Approx. 3 bar (30 m)

**Ident No.:** 112633
Montblanc Cuff Links

Star cuff links celebrate the iconic snowcap emblem. The timeless round shape in stainless steel with onyx inlay featuring a snowcap emblem creates a jewel with a powerful Montblanc signature.

Measurements: Diameter ~ 16 mm
Ident No.: 116661

Montblanc Cuff Links

Meisterstück cuff links celebrate understated style and elegance. Linked to the Montblanc Meisterstück writing instrument, the timeless round shape in stainless steel with a blue hexagon patterned lacquer inlay creates a jewel with a powerful Montblanc signature.

Measurements: Diameter ~ 16 mm
Ident No.: 112904
Montblanc Cuff Links

Men’s Accessories

Montblanc Cuff Links

Meisterstück cuff links celebrate understated style and elegance. Classic round cuff links with onyx inlay and signature engraving clearly enhance each formal outfit.

Measurements: Diameter: ~ 16 mm
Ident No.: 107463

Montblanc Cuff Links

Urban cuff links highlight one’s style and personality. Round steel cuff links with a corrugated inlay and the unmistakable snowcap emblem.

Measurements: Diameter: ~ 16 mm
Ident No.: 114770

Montblanc Cuff Links

Meisterstück cuff links celebrate understated style and elegance. The timeless square shape in stainless steel with a black onyx inlay creates a jewel with a powerful Montblanc signature.

Measurements: ~ 14 × 14 mm
Ident No.: 115061

Montblanc Cuff Links

Meisterstück cuff links celebrate understated style and elegance. Linked to the Montblanc Meisterstück Writing Instrument, the timeless round shape in stainless steel with a black onyx inlay creates a jewel with a powerful Montblanc signature.

Measurements: Diameter: ~ 16 mm
Ident No.: 112896
Montblanc

Experience the world of Montblanc and discover its exclusive products.
The diamonds featured on every Montblanc gem-set product have been purchased by Montblanc from legitimate sources not involved in the funding of conflicts and in compliance with United Nations Resolutions/The Kimberley Process certification system (System of Warranties). Montblanc hereby guarantees that these diamonds are conflict-free, based on personal knowledge and/or written guarantees provided by the supplier of these diamonds. Montblanc hereby guarantees that these diamonds are conflict-free, based on personal knowledge and/or written guarantees provided by the supplier of these diamonds. Montblanc hereby guarantees that these diamonds are conflict-free, based on personal knowledge and/or written guarantees provided by the supplier of these diamonds. Montblanc hereby guarantees that these diamonds are conflict-free, based on personal knowledge and/or written guarantees provided by the supplier of these diamonds.

Subject to change.

Montblanc may specify a minimum/maximum number of products per order or a minimum/maximum number of items per product reference. Certain products in this catalogue may be subject to limited availability. Orders are only binding on Montblanc once expressly accepted by Montblanc in writing. The Montblanc Corporate Gift Sales Conditions apply.